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Abstract. The emergence of multidrug resistance among gram-negative bacilli is complex. Numerous factors need to be considered, including the biological fitness cost of resistance, fitnesscompensatory mutations and frequency and type of antibiotic exposure. A mathematical model
evaluating these complex relationships was developed in an individual colonized with strains of
pan-susceptible, single-, two- and multidrug-resistant (MDR) gram-negative bacilli (GN). The effect of bacterial fitness, compensatory mutations and the frequency of three-antimicrobial regimen
exposure to predominance of multidrug-resistant strains were quantified. The model predicts that
initially, in the absence of antibiotic exposure, the biologically fitter pan-susceptible strain predominates over the resistant strains. Over time, the fitness of the MDR strains increases faster
with repeated antimicrobial exposure, through compensatory-fitness mutations. Increasing the
frequency of exposure to the three-antimicrobial regimen or, increasing the initial fitness of the
resistant strains, substantially decreases the time to MDR-GN predominance. The model implies
that when MDR-GN strains evolve into strains that are fitter than susceptible strains, a reduction
in antimicrobial exposure may not result in a decrease of MDR-GN, since the absence of selective antimicrobial pressure would no longer favor susceptible strains. The model also implies that
antimicrobial cycling may promote the emergence of MDR-GN.
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1. Introduction
The prevalence of antimicrobial-resistant bacteria continues to rise throughout the world [24]. Although methicillin-resistant Staphylococcus aureus (MRSA) and vancomycin-resistant enterococci
(VRE) have been the major focus of investigations and preventive efforts, it has become clear over
the last few years that the rate of hospital-acquired infections caused by multidrug-resistant gramnegative bacteria are quickly surpassing those caused by VRE and MRSA [9,13,15,16,24]. In
one healthcare institution, MDR-P aeruginosa recovered form clinical cultures increased from 1 %
in 1994 to 16 % in 2002, with similar dramatic increases among other species of gram-negative
bacteria [9]. Effective antimicrobial therapy for infections caused by MDRGN is severely limited
with over 30 % of MDRGN resistant to 5 or more different antibiotic groups [28]. Understanding
the interrelated and dynamic factors contributing to the emergence of MDRGN is crucial for the
development of effective preventive strategies.
The human commensal flora provides the main ecological niche and reservoir for antimicrobialresistant gram-negative bacteria [37]. Although the majority of the gram-negative flora is comprised of antimicrobial-susceptible strains, subpopulations of resistant strains can exist through
several mechanisms including spontaneous mutations, induction of resistance genes or exogenous
acquisition of resistant strains [4,5,37]. The indirect effects of antimicrobial therapy targeting bacterial infections at other sites, can result in the overgrowth of these subpopulations of resistant
strains with a concurrent decrease in bacterial concentrations of susceptible strains [25,26].
During periods of endemicity, selective antimicrobial pressure is one of the major mechanism
of MDRGN acquisition [11,27]. The endogenous acquisition of antimicrobial-resistant gramnegative bacteria implies that if a host is colonized with subpopulations of pansusceptible, single, two- and multidrug-resistant strains, sequential antimicrobial therapy with different antibiotics
should promote the emergence of MDRGN in favor of the other strains of gram-negative bacteria
(Figure 1). The frequency, patterns and types of antimicrobial exposure are therefore crucial to
consider when analyzing the factors contributing to the emergence of MDRGN.
Another central factor to consider in understanding the emergence of antimicrobial-resistant
bacteria is the deleterious effect of antimicrobial resistance genes on bacterial fitness. Resistance
genes impose a biological fitness cost to bacteria by interfering with their physiological function,
which can be expressed as decreased growth, survival or virulence [6,32]. Thus, in the absence
of selective antibiotic pressure, the susceptible strains, which are fitter than the resistant ones, will
predominate. Natural selection or compensatory evolution however, can result in mutations, which
significantly reduce the cost of antimicrobial resistance and thereby increase the bacterial fitness of
the resistant strain over time [1,10,21,23]. The potential evolution of MDRGN into strains which
are fitter than pansusceptible ones, through these fitness-compensatory mutations, also needs to
be considered in the analysis of factors contributing to the emergence of MDRGN, since these
evolutionary processes would shift the competitive balance in favor of resistant strains even in the
absence of antibiotic pressure.
A mathematical model of the population dynamics of single-drug resistant strains supports this
hypothesis [20]. A mathematical model system was created to provide a framework describing the
interrelated factors contributing to the emergence of MDRGN. In this model, multidrug-resistance
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Figure 1: Diagram describing the emergence of multidrug-resistant bacteria, resistant to drugs A, B
and C (ABCr-red), after antimicrobial exposure with drugs A, B and C. Four bacterial populations
are present prior to antibiotic exposure: the pansensitive strains (ABCs-black) and subpopulations
of single-drug resistant strains (resistant to drug A, and susceptible to drugs B and C [Ar-BCs-red]),
two-drug resistant strains (resistant to drugs A and B, and susceptible to drug C, [ABr-Cs-blue]),
and multidrug-resistant strains.
evolution was quantified at the level of the bacterial population within a single patient, since understanding the dynamics of resistance evolution at this level can provide important insights into the
initial steps in the emergence and spread of MDRGN at the population level. It incorporates the
impact of selective pressure from sequential and repeated exposure to multiple different antimicrobials and their quantitative and evolutionary effect on providing an advantage for antimicrobialresistant bacteria through fitness-compensatory mutations. The model assumes that, at baseline,
an individual is colonized predominantly with pan-susceptible gram-negative bacteria and minute
subpopulations of single-, double and MDRGN strains, and that the resistant strains are substantially less fit than the susceptible strains. Simulations are then performed to analyze the impact
of changing the frequency of antimicrobial exposure to the time to emergence of MDRGN. The
impact of the initial fitness cost of antimicrobial resistance and the effect of evolutionary compensatory mutations, which over time increase the fitness of the resistant strains, are also incorporated
into the model.

2. Baseline mathematical model
The theoretical model consists of an individual patient who is harboring 4 strains of gram-negative
bacteria. The four strains are ABCs (susceptible to antimicrobials A, B and C), Ar (resistant
to antimicrobial A and susceptible to antimicrobials B and C), ABr (resistant to A and B, and
susceptible to C) and ABCr (resistant to all three antimicrobials). At time (0) the total bacterial
population count is dominated by the pan-susceptible strain ABCs, with very small subpopulations
of Ar, ABr and ABCr strains present. The model assumes that the constant minute source of
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Figure 2: The fitness of 4 bacterial strains in the baseline simulation, ABCs(t) (black), r(t) (red),
ABr(t) (blue), and ABCr(t) (magenta) as a function of time over 6 years. log 2/β represents
the doubling time of strains per day. Three antibiotic, A (green), B (purple), and C (yellow)]
are administered every 12 months, with an initial difference in bacterial fitness between resistant
strains and susceptible strains of 10 %. The fully resistant strain ABCr has highest fitness at
approximately 5 years.
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subpopulations of resistant strains arises through spontaneous mutations conferring resistance or
exogenous acquisition of resistant strains [17]. There is a carrying capacity of the host defined
as the population level that the host is capable of sustaining, or a saturation population density.
The commensal flora is always at carrying capacity with the majority of the bacterial population
represented by the pansusceptible, fitter strains in between treatments and by the resistant strains
during therapy [31]. The intrinsic doubling time of the bacteria is independent of the carrying
capacity; however, as the saturation population density is approached, fewer bacteria will survive
to replicate [12].
The individual is then exposed to multiple 14-day courses of three different antimicrobials
(A, B and C) every 12 months. During antimicrobial treatments, there is a loss of the appropriate
antibiotic susceptible strain and an increase in the appropriate antibiotic resistant strain. The model
assumes that the relative initial, or baseline, bacterial fitness of the resistant strains is 10 % of the
pan-susceptible strain. Over time, the fitness of the resistant strains increases at a rate of 2x10−4
per generation off antibiotics, through the evolution of compensatory mutations, and that during
antibiotic exposure, the bacterial fitness of the appropriate antibiotic resistant strain increases faster
since the rate of formation of compensatory mutations are proportional to the quantity of bacteria
[18,19]. The bacterial fitness of ABCs remains constant throughout time (See Appendix).
Model simulations were performed to determine the effect of varying the frequency of exposure
to the three-antimicrobial regimen from 12-month intervals to intervals ranging from 6 to 24months with a baseline fitness of 10 % among the resistant strains relative to the pan-susceptible
strains.

3. Results
3.1. First cycle of exposure to three antimicrobials
In the baseline simulation an individual patient is exposed to successive 14-day courses of three
different antimicrobials (A, B and C) during a 12-month period. At time (0), before the initiation
of antibiotic exposure, the pan-susceptible strain ABCs dominates over the 3 resistant strains due
to its greater bacterial fitness. During antimicrobial treatments, there is an imposed loss of the
appropriate susceptible strain due to selective action of the antimicrobials, accompanied by an
increase in fitness of the 3 antimicrobial-resistant strains (Figure 2). During antimicrobial exposure
the bacterial counts of the susceptible and resistant-strains decrease or increase appropriately. For
example, the total bacterial count of ABCs (black line) decreases during exposure to antibiotic A
(green bar) whereas the bacterial counts of the three resistant strains, all of which are resistant to
antibiotic A, increase (Figure 3). After completion of the first cycle of antimicrobial exposure, the
bacterial count of the ABCs and resistant strains return almost to their values at time (0), with the
ABCs strain again dominating (Figure 3).
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Figure 3: The total bacterial count of the 4 bacterial strains: ABCs (black), Ar (red), ABr (blue),
and ABCr (magenta), as a function of time over 6 years. Three antibiotics A (green), B (purple),
and C (yellow), are administered every 12 months, and the initial difference in bacterial fitness
between resistant strains and the susceptible strain is 10 %. The fully resistant strain ABCr is
dominant at the beginning of the 6th antibiotic cycle, at approximately 5 years.
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3.2. Repetitive exposure to three-antimicrobial regimen
With repetitive antimicrobial exposure, the bacterial fitness of the resistant strains increases over
time. Since compensatory mutations occur more frequently during exposure to the antibiotic to
which the strain is resistant to, the bacterial fitness increases more rapidly for the ABCr strain
compared to the Ar or ABr strain with repetitive antibiotic exposure. The time to ABCr becoming
established as the dominant strain occurs when the bacterial fitness of ABCr exceeds the bacterial
fitness of ABCs, Ar and ABr, and the fraction of the carrying capacity ABCr occupies at the
time this occurs (Figure 3). Although the bacterial fitness of Ar and ABr increase with antibiotic
exposure, these strains do not predominate due to the limitations imposed by the finite carrying
capacity of the total bacterial population and the ultimate dominance of the fully resistant strain.
Figure 2 displays the changes in bacterial fitness over 6 repeated cycles of exposure to antimicrobials A, B and C every 12 months, and Figure 3 shows the changes in total bacterial count of
each of the four strains during this time. Prior to the administration of antimicrobial A in the 6th
cycle, the fitness of ABCs is dominant (Figure 2) and the total population count of ABCs is dominant (Figure 3). The fitness of ABCr becomes dominant during the administration of antimicrobial
A in this cycle (Figure 2), as does its total population count (Figure 3).
Model simulations demonstrated that exposing the patient to the three-antimicrobial regimen
every 6 months, decreased the time of emergence of the ABCr strain as the dominant strain to 3.2
years, compared to 5.04 years if exposed every 12 months. A reciprocal increase in the time to
predominance occurs if the time of repetitive cycling is increased to 24 months, whereby the ABCr
strain dominates at 6.1 years (Figure 4).

3.3. Bacterial fitness of resistant strains
Reductions in fitness costs among antimicrobial-resistant bacteria through compensatory mutations allow resistant strains to have a competitive advantage over susceptible strains. To quantify
the impact of harboring subpopulations of resistant strains that have greater fitness at baseline,
simulations were performed with varying percentages of fitness of resistant strains relative to the
susceptible strain. If the individual is exposed to the three-antimicrobial regimen every 12 months
and the initial bacterial fitness of the resistant strains relative to the pan-susceptible strain is increased from 10 % to 30 % and 50 %, the time for the ABCr strain to dominate decreases rapidly
from approximately 5 years to 3.2 years and 2.2 years, respectively. As seen in Figure 4, an increase in baseline fitness and an increase in frequency of exposure to the 3-drug regimen further
decrease the time to ABCr domination.

4. Discussion
This mathematical model conceptualizes the emergence of MDRGN through the evolution of compensatory mutations, which produce biologically fitter resistant strains, and quantifies the effect of
repetitive antimicrobial exposure on the time to which the MDR strains predominate over the pansusceptible, single- and two-drug resistant strains.
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Figure 4: Time to domination of the total population count of the multidrug-resistant bacterial strain, ABCr, with varying baseline bacterial fitness of resistant strains relative to the pansusceptible strain ABCs (10 %, 30 %, 50 %) as a function of the frequency of administration of
the 3-drug antibiotic exposure.
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The model predicts that initially, in the absence of antimicrobial exposure, the pan-susceptible
strain dominates over the MDRGN, single- and two-antimicrobial resistant strains by almost 10 orders of magnitude due to the very rapid doubling time of the pan-susceptible bacteria and the initial
fitness cost of the resistant strains. During treatments however, these roles are reversed for the appropriate resistant strains. Gradually over time and with repetitive antimicrobial exposure, the
resistant strains gain fitness on the pan-susceptible strain, with the fully resistant strains MDRGN
finally dominating all other strains, even in the absence of antimicrobial exposure. The time to
MDRGN becoming established occurs when, through compensatory mutations, the bacterial fitness of the fully resistant strain exceeds the fitness of the pan-susceptible strain and proliferates to
irreversible dominance. Numerous studies supporting the acquisition of fitness-compensatory mutations have been published and recently reviewed by Maisner-Patin and Andersson [1,23]. Among
the most clinical relevant reductions in fitness cost associated with antimicrobial resistance include
isoniazid-resistant Mycobacterium tuberculosis [33], protease inhibitors-resistant HIV-1 strains
[22], azole-resistant Candida albicans [7], and clarythromycin-resistant Helicobacter pylori [4].
This model also projects that decreasing the frequency of triple antibiotic exposure substantially increases the time to emergence of the MDRGN strain. These findings emphasize the importance of reducing antimicrobial use. They also highlight the impact of repetitive exposure with
different antimicrobials as a key factor in the emergence of MDRGN. Since the rate of formation
of compensatory mutations is proportional to the population count of bacteria, the bacterial fitness
of the MDRGN strain, which is resistant to all three antimicrobials, will increase with repetitive
antibiotic exposure faster than the single- and two-drug resistant strains.
There are several important implications that can be extrapolated from this model. First, when
the bacterial fitness of MDRGN exceeds that of pan-susceptible strains then there is no longer a
selective advantage for susceptible strains to predominate in the absence of antimicrobial pressure.
The evolution of MDRGN into strains in which resistance no longer confers any cost to fitness
and which are therefore as fit or fitter than the susceptible strain implies that further reduction in
antimicrobial exposure would not result in a decrease of MDRGN, since the absence of selective
antimicrobial pressure would no longer favor the emergence of the susceptible strains. Second, the
association between antimicrobial exposure and the emergence of MDRGN involves the complex
dynamics of the competing strains and the scheduling of therapy. Analyzing the impact of antimicrobial exposure on the emergence of MDRGN strains requires the consideration of both the
simultaneous and the sequential exposure to different antimicrobials, and cannot be restricted to
individual antimicrobials. Third, this model implies that antimicrobial cycling would promote the
emergence of MDRGN strains. The benefit of antimicrobial cycling in decreasing antimicrobial
resistance remains controversial [3,14,29,30]. Among those studies that have shown benefit, the
outcome focused on single-drug resistance. This model emphasizes the negative impact of antibiotic cycling through sequential antimicrobial exposure on the emergence of MDRGN strains.
Clinical studies to delineate the time to emergence of MDRGN would be extremely difficult to
conduct, given the complexities of factors contributing to their emergence. Quantitative validation
of this mathematical model is therefore limited. Nevertheless, the concepts utilized in the model
are derived from fundamental principles of bacterial population dynamics and the effects of antibiotic exposure, and therefore validate the qualitative insight provided by the model. To provide an
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overall representation of the factors contributing to the emergence of MDRGN, and to simplify the
interpretation of the model’s conclusions, several factors were not included in the model, including the complexities of different types of bacterial resistance mechanisms among gram-negative
bacteria, reversion to a susceptible phenotype and differential effects of different antibiotics on the
gastrointestinal flora. Future models will need to quantify the impact on the time to emergence of
MDRGN.
Evolution, by definition, favors the survival of the fittest, and all living creatures adapt to
their changing environment as a means of survival. With the exponential rise in antimicrobial
use throughout the world providing strong selection pressure for MDRGN, which are biologically
more fit than their pan-susceptible, single- or two-drug-resistant counterparts, the rapid emergence
and spread of MDRGN seems intuitive. This mathematical model provides a theoretical framework at the individual level. Structured population models, which incorporate the transmission
of antimicrobial-resistant bacteria between patients, healthcare institutions and the community
[2,10,34,35], are the next necessary steps to successfully understand the complexities of the emergence and spread of MDRGN, and to direct effective preventive strategies.

5. Appendix. Mathematical derivation of model
The model consists of a nonlinear system of 4 ordinary differential equations simulating the dynamics of the 4 competing strains of bacteria in an individual patient subject to a repeated cyclic
regimen of three antimicrobials. The 4 strains are ABCs (wild type - sensitive to all 3 drugs), Ar
(resistant to antimicrobial A), ABr (resistant to antimicrobials A and B), and ABCr (resistant to
antimicrobials A, B and C). The populations of the bacterial strains at time t days are ABCs(t),
Ar(t), ABr(t), and ABCr(t), respectively, and the total population is P(t) = ABCs(t) + Ar(t) +
ABr(t) + ABCr(t). The patient undergoes the 3-drug treatment cycle A-B-C for repeatedly over
years. The 4 bacterial populations satisfy the system of differential equations
d
ABCs(t) = (βABCs(t) − µABSs(t) − P (t)/CC)ABCs(t) + S,
dt

(5.1)

d
Ar(t) = (βAr(t) − µAr(t) − P (t)/CC)Ar(t) + S,
dt

(5.2)

d
ABr(t) = (βABr(t) − µABr(t) − P (t)/CC)ABr(t) + S,
(5.3)
dt
d
ABCr(t) = (βABCr(t) − P (t)/CC)ABCr(t) + S,
(5.4)
dt
with initial conditions ABCs(0), Ar(0), ABr(0), and ABCr(0) given at time t = 0.
The explanation of the terms in equations (5.1)-(5.4) is as follows:
(A.1) The number of generations per day (GP D) of the wild strain is constant at GP D = 7.
The intrinsic fitness (βABCs) of the wild strain is (log 2) (GPD), which means the wild strain has
a doubling time of 24/GP D hours if growth is unconstrained by a limiting carrying capacity. The
intrinsic doubling time of ABCs is constant at log 2/βABCs = log 2/4.85 days = 3.43 hr [8,36].
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(A.2) The carrying capacity is shared by the 4 strains and the effect of the limited carrying
capacity is modeled in each equation by the loss rate −P (t)/CC, where CC = 1010 is the carrying
capacity parameter.
(A.3) The treatment regimen in the first year is as follows: antimicrobial A begins at day 10,
reaches peak concentration after 7 days, maintains peak concentration for 7 more days, and is eliminated 20 days post exposure. In a similar way antimicrobial B begins at day 80 and antimicrobial
C begins at day 130. Each drug results in a proportional loss of the appropriate drug-sensitive
populations during the 14 day treatment exposure and 20 day post-exposure periods with loss rates
−ABCs(t), −Ar(t), −ABr(t). These loss rates day increase linearly from 0 to the maximum 6
during the first 7 days of exposure, then remain constant for 7 more days, and finally decrease
linearly back to 0 after 20 more days. The parameters are chosen to reduce the drug sensitive
populations to very low levels in 2 days. The cycle is repeated each year for 6 years.
(A.4) The intrinsic fitness βABCs = (log 2)GP D of the wild strain is constant, but the intrinsic fitness (βAr(t), βABr(t), βABCr(t)) of the resistant strains are increasing functions of time.
At time 0, the resistant strains have fitness βAr(0) = βABr(0) = βABCr(0) = .1βABCs. This
increase is on-going at a constant rate, but is even higher during treatments and for a period of time
after treatments. For the Ar strain the on-going rate of fitness increase is .0002βAr(0)/ log 2/ day.
During the 14 days of antimicrobial A exposure and for an additional period of 20 days, there is
an additional increase in fitness given by .0005βAr(0)/ log 2/day. Similar terms account for the
increase in fitness for the ABr and ABCr strains.
(A.5) There is a small background constant source S = 100/ day for each of the 4 strains
imputed each day due to environmental conditions or host mutations.
The system (5.1)-(5.4) is solved numerically using MATHEMATICA (Wolfram Research,
Champaign, IL). The program code is available upon request.
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